
Name: _________________________________                                                                                             Assignment # ______                    

 

The Kennedys 
   Video Notes 

 

1. JFK was the youngest what?     Elected President  

2. What was one of the things that The Kennedys did well? Bring Hollywood to Washington 

3. Who insisted that JFK’s brother Robert (Bobby) should be the next Attorney General? Joe P Kennedy his 

father 

4. Why did Jack’s father decide to stay away from the White House and not make any public appearances 

with his son during his presidency? Because he didn’t want anyone to think that her son wasn’t his own 

man. 

5. THE BAY OF PIGS 

6. The idea behind the Bay of pigs attack was to send trained exiles to ___________and lead an uprising 

against their Communist leader Fidel _____________. 

7. When the exiles failed and U.S was humiliated, who did Jack decide to rely more on? Family 

8. SPACE RACE 

9. Which country were we racing against? Soviet Union 

10. CIVIL RIGHTS  

11. Why were JFK and Bobby Kennedy not concerned about civil rights in the beginning? Because they had 

no experience with it they grew up rich and never saw Southern discrimination 

12. What were the freedom riders trying to get integrated? The interstate bus system 

13. When MLK and the freedom Riders are in danger of being burned alive in a church, what does Bobby 

Kennedy do? He sends and troops to protect them 

14. FIRST INTERNATIONAL TOUR 

15. What does Kennedy want to make a deal with  Christopher about? A nuclear arms? 

16. The talks were a failure and Chris Jeff builds what in Berlin? 

17. BACK IN THE USA 

18. Bobby made it personal mission to wage war on who? The American mafia 

19. What happened to Joe P Kennedy (JFK’s Father)? 

  |Grading:  3pts = All answered|  2pts = 14-26 answered|  1pt = 1-13 answered| 0pts if 0 answered| 
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Answer the following questions  

as you watch the videos. 
The Kennedys 

   Video Notes 

 

1. JFK was the youngest what?      

2. What was one of the things that The Kennedys did well?  

3. Who insisted that JFK’s brother Robert (Bobby) should be the next Attorney General?  

 

4. Why did Jack’s father decide to stay away from the White House and not make any public appearances with 

his son during his presidency?  

 

THE BAY OF PIGS 

5. The idea behind the Bay of pigs attack was to send trained exiles to ___________and lead an uprising 

against their Communist leader Fidel _____________. 

6. When the exiles failed and U.S was humiliated, who did Jack decide to rely more on?  

 

SPACE RACE 

7. Which country were we racing against?  

 

CIVIL RIGHTS  

8. Why were JFK and Bobby Kennedy not concerned about civil rights in the beginning?  

 

9. What were the freedom riders trying to get integrated?  

 

10. When MLK and the freedom Riders are in danger of being burned alive in a church, what does Bobby 

Kennedy do?  

 

FIRST INTERNATIONAL TOUR 

11. What does Kennedy want to make a deal with Khrushchev about? 

 

12. The talks were a failure and Khrushchev builds what in Berlin? 

 

BACK IN THE USA 

13. Bobby made it personal mission to wage war on who?  

14. What happened to Joe P Kennedy (JFK’s Father)? 

 

  |Grading:  3pts = All answered|  2pts = 14-26 answered|  1pt = 1-13 answered| 0pts if 0 answered|CE AND PROTESTERS 

A RIOT AND MADE YIPPIES & HIPPIES LOOK CRAZY 


